Global Jet adds managed 900DX to its Falcon roster

Swiss operator Global Jet has added a Falcon 900DX to its managed fleet. The aircraft is the 22nd Falcon the company will operate, and it is available for immediate charter. Says sales and marketing executive Heloise Converset: “We have 70 aircraft in total, of which about a quarter are Falcons. This makes us one of the biggest Falcon operators in Europe.

“Our business model is to manage aircraft for private individuals or corporations, so we don’t own the aircraft outright. As for this particular Falcon 900DX, I have been inside the aircraft and I have to say that the finishes are amazing. The wood and leather is really nice and overall it is a really beautiful jet. The crew is an experienced Global Jet crew, so the flight experience will be amazing too.”

Global Jet also added a CJ4 to its charter fleet at the beginning of the year. Converset says the charter market is well poised: “It is now summer time and you can definitely see that people are flying frequently for their holidays.

“Most of our fleet is based in Europe so I would say this is our busiest region. In our view Europe is still a really good market.”

Flight attendant Séverine Mathias and captain Didier Schoepfer will work on the latest Falcon.